Leader Gem Exclusive

By Invitation Only
Spark Brilliance Each and Every Month
What is Leader Gem Exclusive?
Leader Gem Exclusive “LGE” is a Monthly Program that provides 8-12 La Costa jewelry samples on a
Rotating Basis. This program is by Invitation Only and is offered to Ambassadors residing 100+ miles
away from an upline Mentor participating in the LGE. It’s a unique and rare opportunity to explore the
latest designs, experiment with different styles and get a greater sense of the La Costa product
offering…. Every Month!

How does it work?
Each month, you will receive a new sample set of La Costa jewelry. These pieces will continually keep
your demonstration display fresh and interesting. The new styles, colors and gems will allow you to
further promote the diversity, beauty and functionality of the La Costa collection.
At the end of each month, you will return the sample set to La Costa in exchange for a new set. It’s like
having a birthday celebration every month!

How much does it cost?
The monthly subscription fee is $100 which covers shipping, handling & insurance fees. The product
value for each sample set will range between $1,000 - $2,000. For this reason, La Costa will maintain
$1,000 security deposit that is 100% refundable upon opting out of the LGE.

Can I keep any pieces in the LGE?
If/When you fall in love with items in your monthly LGE, you may keep them at the discounted Ohana
price. Since it is a sale, to yourself, you will also earn commission!
Simply denote the items you are keeping in the LGE inventory list enclosed with your LGE exchange. Any
items that are not returned will be considered sold and payment will be processed through your credit
card on file.

Who selects the styles in the LGE?
The La Costa style team strives to create the most unique selection of jewelry, making sure to include
new and exciting styles. You may request a particular style and we will plan to include in a future LGE.

How soon can I get started with LGE?
Once you have enrolled, you will begin receiving LGE the following month.

How do I cancel LGE and when will I get my security deposit back?
Return your current month’s LGE and notify La Costa that you would like to opt-out of LGE in writing
with 30 days advance notice. A final fee of $50 will be charged to cover the return LGE shipping,
handling & insurance fees. Your security deposit will be refunded within 45 days of your opt-out notice
receipt.

